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"Far and away the best (and most beautiful) maps of the islands available today."

I purchased two similar maps of Kauai: "Franko's Kauai Guide Map"Ã‚Â Franko's Kauai Guide

MapÃ‚Â and James Bier "Map of Kauai." Both have the same scale, approximately1:160,000 or 1

mile = 0.40 inches. Both show more detail than my AAA Hawaii map (which covers all islands).The

Franko's map is copyright 2007 while Map of Kauai, 7th edition was copyrighted 2004 by University

of Hawaii Press. Unfolded, the Franko map is 21x14 inches (53x36cm) and Map of Kauai is 22x15

inches (56x39cm). The Franko map uses water-proof, tear-resistant material while Map of Kauai is

printed on heavy paper that is not water-proof or tear-resistant.Both maps use shading to show

mountains and valleys. The perimeter of the Franko map is filled with text describing points of

interest. Each POI has 2-4 sentences with a line connecting the text to a map location. There is a lot

of useful information on the Franko map but the text is small and you can't scan the map to pick out

points of interest - you need to stop and carefully read. The Franko map is dark and it's difficult to

read the small print on the map. Map of Kauai is a "cleaner" design that makes it easier to quickly

read.Both maps have inserts that show more detail of urban areas. On the Franko map, the reverse

side has detail of the North Shore, East Shore, South Shore, and Na Pali Coast & Kokee Hiking. On

the front of the Map of Kauai are inserts of Kapaa and Lihue while the reverse has an insert of



Poipu. Also on the reverse of Map of Kauai is a good index of more than 1000 points of interest and

streets.I'm a map geek and I like both maps. The Franko map is useful for planning what you want

to see and do while Map of Kauai is handier to have as a navigational aid. If I had to pick one, Map

of Kauai fits my needs better. I wish it were more recently updated.Franko's Kauai Guide MapMap

of Kaua'i

Looks like a nIce map for the vacationer or traveler. Compact and easy to unfold. Gives a good view

of the main road network (for driving) as well as the topography if you are hiking. Has a wealth of

key locations such as tourist interest points, geographical names, resorts, hotels, etc. Printed on

heavy paper, but not water nor tear proof. We haven't been to Kaui yet, but will be interested to see

how helpful it is when we get onto the island.

It's a detailed map of the island of Kauai. All the major roads and smaller roads are on it, as well as

detailed inset maps of Kapaa and Lihue. I'm sure it will come in handy on my next trip to Kauai.

Although, The Ultimate Kauai Guidebook was my best purchase in planning a trip to Kauai, I don't

know if I necessarily needed a detailed map.

It is a great map. All the ridges and land features are named. However, you can easily buy it when

you get there and maps almost as good are available for free. If it was larger I could justify the price

but the free maps are about the same size or even a little larger.

Wish this map was more updated, but laid back as Kauai is, doubt it will be too out of date. Very

clear and easy to read, lots of little stuff right on the map. Maybe I should update my rating after I

actually get to use it!

The best map of Kauai that I have seen. Want another one for framing. Would be better if on

heavier paper or plasticized.

This is a great resource and helps get an idea of the islands local flavor! The map shipped on time

and the paper quality is great for a map. I wish it was a little bigger to see finer details, but what am I

saying, I have it taped to my wall right now!

Excellent resource map for anyone visiting Kaua'i. Full of detail not found in other available maps.
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